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1. DOOR TO STAND

Door to stand service

A complete door to stand service, collecting from the exhibitors premises to delivered exhibition stand.

Please furnish us with your freight details, to allow us to provide a quotation.

2. ADVANCED WAREHOUSE

Shipments via advance warehouse

GT will operate an advanced receiving warehouse in Braintree, Essex. The same warehouse will be used after the exhibition for re-collection / delivery of freight.

To receive courier shipments, transfer to Manchester & deliver to the stand

- Shipments up to 25 Kgs chargeable weight: £ 45.00
- For shipments above 25 Kg chargeable weight: £ 45.00 per CBM, Min 2 CBM

The above rates are inclusive of weekend surcharges

1 CBM = 333 Kgs

3. EMPTIES HANDLING

Storage during the show

Collection, storage and return of empty cases £ 32.50 per CBM, Min 2 CBM
4. ONSITE HANDLING *

Shipments arriving direct to show site

To receive courier shipments on-site and deliver to the stand

- Shipments up to 25 Kgs chargeable weight: £ 25.00
- For shipments from 26 to 50 Kgs chargeable weight: £ 45.00

For shipments over 50 Kgs, a minimum charge of £ 15.00 per CBM will be applicable. Min £ 60.00

Same rates apply to outbound

Note that this service is based on manual labour and does not include the services of a forklift.
Forklift services are available upon request, if required and must be booked in advance.
Full load vehicle unloading / reloading rates would be available on request

5. AGENCY FEE

Agency fee £ 35.00 per shipment, per order

6 – AIR FREIGHT SERVICES

For shipments arriving from overseas, GT can offer a full air freight service which will include Customs clearance and delivery of cargo from the airport and delivery to the stand.

We will offer bespoke rates for this service

*Any items marked with an asterisk are subject to an overtime surcharge of 35% of the published rate, for work carried out after 5pm weekdays and weekends.

All rates quoted are in Pounds Sterling and are subject to VAT, where applicable.
All rates are per individual shipment and include delivery to one stand only.